Run# 2217 The Third Reich Run.
Hares/Henchmen, Von Layup, Tinkerbell, Waste of Time, Chips.

There are not many German cars in Hash these days; typical was the Gold Goast Hash in
Slabs Japanese Land Cruiser with ex GM Shat, Veteran, Ferret and Flasher complete with
WW2 German helmets. Bren Gun the boss of the Henchmen in a shiny new Korean i45 limo
and Beachball and Whale arriving in a Korean Getz really ram home the point they lost the
war, or ‘Silver Medal” as Von Layup said of the war result. Scruffy looking like a tank
Kommander, Whale as a U Boat Captain and Divot looking like an extra from the Sound of
Music made for a colourful carpark.Von Layup sent us on our way slightly confused, on
paper, flour and water? and no short cutting or you will be shot. Sadly these instructions were
not carried out; the very short walkers who just wandered down to the club would have made
a great example to the others as Von Layup in full uniform walks in and shoots a dozen
blanks off at the bar.
The runners took off across Creek Rd through the school on swastika arrows, no wonder Hare
Tinkerbell grazed his knuckles doing all the art work/arrows on the concrete. It was all pretty
good running through quiet streets and bike paths down to Bulimba Ck with City to Surf
survivor J C still running well after a weekend away of less than good weather down south.
The Coast visitors less Shat were running too fast up the front, Slab and Veteran not acting
their age as we powered across Meadowlands Rd onto the bike path. Veteran’s torch had a big
crash but with Anchovy finding all the bits with his light it was off again for a regroup near
Preston St. We found the barbed wire we had been warned about but not before Verbal found
the big wet hole to its right, luckily he had a soft landing and nothing broke. It was then home
past the bread factory {pumping out good smells when you’re hungry} with Bugs finding the

arrows right and across Meadowlands Rd again to the carpark. The first esky was already
empty thanks to more “unshot” short cutters but XXXX came in soon after with the Hash
esky full of our reward drinks.

Scruffy took to the floor and filled in time waiting for the Von Layup arrival, thanking Radar
and Verbal for their efforts in selling tickets to the other Hashes around town for The Balls
Up. The act by Anchovy Chips and Irish was mentioned not for its great choreography but for
its potential. Tight Nut and Chips were given a down down reward for being young and
trying to suck up to the new younger runners. Captain Whale was sending Morse code {or the
German Equivalent} to driver Bren Gun to make his entrance with Von Layup in full uniform
standing up through the sunroof of the new limo with outrunners Waste of Time and
Tinkerbell clearing the way. Once the car sound system was worked out we were given a
stirring German National Anthem and a Hitler speech which was later translated by Layup to
be how the Germans invented Hash in 1936 as the Hash House Hussars. Otto Gilbert was the
man who took it to K L as a spy for Germany. A different view of history? Any Englanders
were called out for icing, Royal Screw, Mr Chips and Handjob were not shot but given a beer
on the ice and all 3 named as the S O T W.
All up a good run and circle, thanks to Gold Coast for the visit, Scruffy says we have to do
the same this year down the coast.
Run 8.0 Pretty good length and country, need more runners though.
Circle 9.5 A big rally with lots of good outfits, speeches and laughs.
Food Unknown, did not eat but the ovens were doing good business.

The GM sucks up to the Gourmet Visitors

The only true German i8n the pack has the last laugh

The German war machine

And the silver medal goes to........

